ALGC Fun

FACTS

We’ve upped our
game to improve

YOURS.

EXPANDED Clubhouse: We’re looking good on the inside too!

The clubhouse received an interior space remodeling too, creating an inviting and contemporary
guest experience.

65%

FEWER
Bunkers

DID YOU KNOW?

Skip the beach.

Sand bunkers were reduced from 106 to
37; this decreased the area of sand from
96,550 sf to 33,300 sf, a reduction of 65%!

EXPANDED Greens.
The Course Awakens.

Greens were re-grassed with a newer variety of bent grass.
This creates a pure putting surface that stays consistent
and true all season.

Great New Look.

All the areas around the greens and tees were re-shaped;
nine new greens were constructed, plus all new tees and
sand bunkers.

A Little More Aqua

17,000 cubic yards of dirt was
moved and the pond areas
were expanded by 18,600 sf.

18,600 sf.
More Water.

SMOOTHER Cart Paths
For a smooth ride!

9,370 linear feet of path was added to create continuous cart
paths throughout the course, now the rain won’t keep you
from getting in a round of golf.

ALGC 18-hole golf course
originally served as the
Nike Missile Base.
The property was a
citizen-driven effort to
acquire the parcel of land
from the US Navy in 1976.

GOING GREEN.
Over 70 trees
were removed due
to disease and
overgrowth; but
63 NEW trees
were added to
the property.

63

NEW
Trees

BETTER PACE

The routing of the course
was reversed; allowing the
front nine to have every
three holes return to the
clubhouse. This allows
golfers the opportunity to
play the number of holes
that time allows for.

MORE OPTIONS

NEW JUNIOR Tees
Tee it forward options

The new Green and Gold tees allow golfers of all abilities the
chance to play a shorter tee in order to score better and have a
more enjoyable round of golf.

Don’t have the time to golf
9 or 18 holes? We have the
answer. Get your golf ‘fix’
in quick; with our new 3
and 6 hole options

Family-friendly

The new Gold tee should allow juniors and beginners the
opportunity to play from a tee that gives the chance to reach
the green in regulation.
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